NKG2A AND HLA-E DEFINE A NOVEL MECHANISM OF RESISTANCE TO IMMUNOTHERAPY WITH M. BOVIS BCG IN NON-MUSCLE-INVASIVE BLADDER CANCER PATIENTS
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Background 75% of diagnosed bladder tumors are non-muscle-invasive (NMIBC)[1, 2]. Most require intravesical instillation of M.bovis Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG). Recurrence after immunotherapy occurs in ~50% patients. Development of treatments for BCG-resistant disease has lagged partly because few studies have attempted to understand the relationship between timing of tumor recurrence, reasoning for the recurrence, and the state of immune system at the time of recurrence. Immune exhaustion is observed following microbial infections, cancers and chronic inflammation [3–5]. Natural Killer (NK) cells are among the earliest responders[6–8] and undergo a similar program of exhaustion as T cells[9]. HLA-E strongly inhibits NKG2A-expressing NK and CD8+T cells and is commonly upregulated on tumors[10]. We evaluated the potential restorative capacity of NKG2A and PD-L1-blockade for reinvigorating NK and CD8+T cell antitumor functions in in BCG-resistant bladder cancer.

Methods mRNA analysis of 2,892 genes was performed on tumor tissue of NMIBC patients before and after BCG therapy (n=35). Immunostaining (serial-IHC, immunofluorescence, imaging-mass cytometry) was performed on consecutive tissue sections. Single-cell-sequencing analysis (scRNAseq) was performed on fresh bladder tumors (NMIBC, n=4; MIBC, n=9). OLink Proteomics (“Inflammation” panel) was performed longitudinally on plasma/urine from a prospective cohort of NMIBC patients. Patient tumors (n=3) were expanded as organoids and co-cultured with autologous tumor-derived NK and CD8+T cells in presence/absence of anti-PD-L1/NKG2A antibodies.

Results We demonstrate a robust local TME and systemic response to BCG that correlates with chronic inflammation and adaptive resistance rather than with preventing tumor recurrence. This response is mediated through IFN-γ production by tumor-infiltrating NKG2A+NK and NKG2A+PD-1+CD8+T cells and results in increased HLA-E and PD-L1 on recurring tumors. Co-culture of treatment-naïve NMIBC tumors with recombinant IFN-gamma directly enhanced expression of PD-L1 and HLA-E. Longitudinal analysis of plasma before and during BCG immunotherapy revealed an inflammatory signature, including but not limited to IFN-γ, that is maintained throughout treatment. Immunostaining and scRNAseq of NMIBC specimens revealed highly enriched infiltration by NKG2A+NK and NKG2A+CD8+T cells in HLA-EBrightPD-L1+ tumors and were spatially organized relative to tumors in a manner suggesting direct inhibition. Tumor-derived NK and CD8+T cells from BCG-resistant patients were co-cultured with autologous tumor organoids. Preliminary analyses demonstrated an improved anti-tumor response in presence of NKG2A/PD-L1-blockade.

Conclusions Our data support a model of BCG-resistance that points to a novel checkpoint axis that contributes to BCG-resistance: HLA-E/NKG2A. New insights into this axis in NMIBC and how it is altered with repeated BCG exposure will enable us to explore combination therapies (PD-L1/NKG2A-blockade) that may reduce BCG-resistance and provide durable response.
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